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Abstract
The physical implementation of cryptographic algorithms may leak to some attacker security information by the side channel data, as power consumption, timing, temperature or electromagnetic emanation. The Differential Power Analysis (DPA) is a powerful side channel attack, based on the power consumption information. There are some countermeasures proposed at algorithmic or architectural level that are expensive and/or complexes. This paper addresses the DPA attack problem by a novel and efficient transistor-level method based on the power consumption control, without any modification on the cryptographic algorithms, messages or keys.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.7.1 [Types and Design Styles]: VLSI. D.4.6 [Security and Protection]: Cryptographic controls.
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1. Introduction
Cryptography is the enabling technology for e-commerce and secure communication. The robustness of crypto algorithms lies into complex mathematical function and a large key. The key (or a pair of keys, depending of the algorithm class) is a number sequence used to encrypt and decrypt a message, and presently its size can vary from 128 to 2048 bits. For instance, the RSA [1] algorithm is a public key scheme that uses a pair of keys, which has usually 1024 bits (for non commercial or military communications). The function behind the RSA is a modular exponentiation, where the exponent for encryption (public key), the exponent for decryption (private key) and the modulus are arithmetically dependents. The modulus is generated by multiplying two large primes numbers, and the security is granted by the difficulty of factorizing this modulus.

As cryptographic algorithms are composed by complex functions and computes large keys, it is a time consuming class of application. Therefore, a software-only solution leads to a performance overhead. Then development of hardware accelerators to compute crypto algorithms is an obvious issue to address this problem. Such hardware can be ASICs or reconfigurable devices, placed on accelerator cards on PCs or embedded into a cell phone. One example of crypto processor class that has its importance increasing is the smartcard. In France, each credit card in use is a smartcard with memory and a crypto processor. This secure device is called “Carte Bleue” (CB) and runs the RSA and de 3-DES[2] crypto algorithms. Nowadays there are 45 million people that uses the CB, and the trend is that in the coming years all countries of the European Union start to adopt this system, due its intrinsic security [2].

RSA and AES are crypto algorithms that are proven as being mathematically robust under some conditions. However, the weakness of such algorithms resides frequently on implementation problems. Factors like bad random number generation and others can compromise the whole system security. Concerning hardware implementations, even a carefully designer cannot avoid a specific class of cryptanalysis.

Traditionally, a cryptographic device uses a secret key to process input information and to produce output data. Protocol designs assume that input and output messages can be available to someone who wants to attack the system, but any other information about the key is accessible.

Unfortunately, these assumptions are not completely true. When computing a message, a crypto processor leaks some information, like the time to compute, electromagnetic emanations, and the power consumption. By knowing some of this additional information and the messages that are being processed, one can relate the leaked data with the internal state of the device, and hence to the secret key. This kind of attack is called Side-Channel Attack (SCA).

1 In the next months, all CB will be substituted by CBs with the AES algorithm.
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If all information can be blocked by this solution, because the by both parts together should be more constant. Still, it is unclear smooth out the power consumption because the power consumed 101, then the mirror circuit might multiply by 010. This would instance, if the real circuit is multiplying by the binary number encrypting those calculations. Random calculations tend to average out over time and are easy for differential power analysis to remove.

At the architectural level, a solution is to add parallel circuits to the chip that would mirror the real encryption calculations. For instance, if the real circuit is multiplying by the binary number 101, then the mirror circuit might multiply by 010. This would smooth out the power consumption because the power consumed by both parts together should be more constant. Still, it is unclear if all information can be blocked by this solution, because the mirroring is not perfect.

After a while, some efficient algorithmic countermeasures have been presented, but most of them rely on the modification at the algorithm level, to avoid the correlation between the power consumption, the message and key data. Our original approach simplifies this task by masking power consumption, without any algorithmic modification.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the DPA attack. Section 3 shows previous and related works on DPA countermeasures. Section 4 presents the new method to avoid DPA attacks, and we discuss conclusions and future works in Section 5.

2. DPA Attack

DPA attacks use statistical techniques to determine secret keys from complex, noisy power consumption measurements [4]. For a typical attack, an adversary repeatedly samples the target device’s power consumption through each of several thousand cryptographic computations. These power traces can be collected using high-speed analog-to-digital converters, such as those found in digital storage oscilloscopes. Figure 1 illustrates this method.

Because of its widespread use, the Data Encryption Standard (DES) is detailed. For example, in each of the 16 rounds, the DES encryption algorithm performs eight S-box operations. The 8 S-boxes take as input the XOR between the six key bits and the six bits of the R register and produce four output bits.

The method consists in to guess the sub-keys at the input of the S-box, and predict the output. For example, a typical prediction is that the 6 bits entering S-box 1 are “100101”. If correct, it allows the attacker to compute four bits entering the second round of the DES computation. If the assertion is incorrect, however, an effort to predict any of these bits will be wrong nearly to half the time.

For any of the four predicted bits, the power traces are divided into two subsets: one where the predicted bit value is 0, and one set where the predicted value is 1. Next, an average trace is computed for each subset, where the nth sample in each average trace is the average of the nth samples in all traces in the subset. Finally, the adversary computes the difference of the average traces.

If the original hypothesis is incorrect, the criteria used to create the subsets will be approximately random. Any randomly-chosen subset of a sufficiently-large data set will have the same average as the main set. As a result, the difference will be effectively zero at all points, and the adversary repeats the process with a new guess.

If the hypothesis is correct, however, choice of the subsets will be correlated to the actual computation. In particular, the second-round bit will have been ‘0’ in all traces in one subset and ‘1’ in the other. When this bit is actually being manipulated, its value will have a small effect on the power consumption, which will appear as a statistically-significant deviation from zero in the difference trace.

The main idea behind this method is that prediction of a single output bit leads the attacker to the 6 bits of the input sub-key, and then, to the rest of the key bits.

3. State of Art of DPA Countermeasures

The countermeasures that have been developed against DPA attacks until now can be classified in two families. The first group is composed by the algorithmic countermeasures. The basic idea from references [5], [6], [7] and [8] is to randomize the intermediate results that are produced during the computation of a cryptographic algorithm. Classical DPA attacks are impracticable if these countermeasures are well implemented. But these randomizations are quite expensive to implement for non-linear operations as they are used in algorithms like DES and AES. Furthermore, the algorithmic approach does not provide sufficient protection against high-order DPA attacks. As consequence, this kind of method needs complementary hardware countermeasures.

The hardware method to counteract DPA attacks differs expressively from the algorithmic one. For the hardware approach...
the intermediate results of the cryptographic algorithm computation are not affected. As an alternative, the contribution of the hardware approach is to hide the attackable part of the power consumption with different noises. The noise addition has a direct relation with the needs of measurement. It does not avoid DPA attacks, but makes it quite more difficult. The effectiveness of the countermeasures against DPA is due to the fact that cryptographic devices are typically protected by a combination of algorithmic and hardware techniques, or only the hardware one [9].

In order to decrease the correlation between data inputs and the power consumption of a given circuit, we must be able to increase the samples needed in DPA. Two major hardware countermeasures in this sense have been proposed. The first one concerns the reduction of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For definition of SNR we call $I_c$ the current consumption of the attacked circuit at a given moment $t$. $I_n$ is the current noise added by the hardware countermeasure. So, the current consumption can be written as $I_{local}, t = I_c + I_n$. The $k$ variable is the signal attenuation caused by the $I_n$ current. The SNR definition can be viewed in Equation 1.

$$\text{SNR} = 20 \times \log \left( \frac{I_c}{kR} \right)$$ (1)

The lower SNR is, the lower is the correlation between the correct hypothetical current consumption and the real power consumption of the device. To reduce SNR there are some works that use special logic to minimize the data dependency of the current consumption.

In [10] and [11] the balanced dual-rail logic is proposed. The basic idea is that a logic gate must consume an equivalent power, independently from the incoming input values. The SNR is reduced by this data-independent switching of the standard cells. Unfortunately, the experiments show that this goal is only partially reached. Dual-rail approach is not sufficient to guarantee a complete data independent power signature. One potential problem is that the gate loads may differ due to differences in routing. The design of each dual-rail gate must ensure equal input pin loads and balanced power usage. To achieve this, the process of grouping cells in the placement must be done carefully, which implies a high development effort. Besides that, the final circuit with dual-rail logic takes about tree times the area and two times the consumption of the original circuit.

The second hardware approach to prevent DPA attacks is to reduce the correlation between input data and power consumption by randomly disarrange the moment of time at which the attacked intermediate result is computed. If the time $t$ is different in every power trace, the correlation between the hypothetical power consumption and the real one is highly reduced. The countermeasure proposed by [12] lies on the insertion of random delays. The countermeasure proposed in [9] counteracts the DPA by using power-managed blocks to mask the power consumption. Both approaches, with the [13] and [14] works, difficult the DPA attack. But, as shown in [15], even if a direct calculation of the maximum probability of a given power consumption occurring at a given time is not practical, it is always possible to approximate it empirically based on a software model of the countermeasure.

This work gives a trend to mask the power consumption not by randomizing the consumption or creating noise but by generating, at the transistor level, a constant consumption. It is a little similar with the work proposed by Adi Shamir in [17], concerning the approach’s level of abstraction. But the circuit described in [17] considers only if the attacker probes the Vcc, because the Gnd line remains vulnerable. As explained in next session, our circuit masks the consumption even if the attack occurs in the Vcc or in the Gnd line.

4. Current Mask Generation

This paper proposes a new method to make DPA attacks difficult using an analog approach. The principle is to use a current loop-feedback technique to make the power consumption constant for an external observer. As our circuit uses standard CMOS, it does not require special standard cells, as double rail method mentioned before.

To prevent DPA attacks we must be able to minimize the correlation between the input data and the power consumption. Random noise generation could be an interesting solution, since one idea to mask consumption is randomizing the consumption independently of the data that are being processed. This technique works against SPA attacks, but is proven inefficient against DPA, since as the number of samples is enormous, it is possible to filter the noise generated, and to detect the real consumption.

Our approach relies on normalizing the power consumption. By identifying previously the peak consumption of the cryptographic circuit (CC), we adjust our novel current mask generation (CMG) to run at the CC’s maximal consumption, even when the CC is consuming less current. Even it is not a “low-power” solution, not being well tailored for mobile communications for example; it remains interesting for applications like credit cards, set-top boxes, phone cards and others where the low-power for cryptographic applications is less essential. In banking operations, like cash transactions, the cryptographic operation is not used all the time and the whole user operation is not so time-consuming that justifies a low power approach. The most important in this case is the security.

The CMG is composed essentially by a current mirror and a voltage follower used as an current feedback circuit. Depicted in Figure 2, the cryptographic circuit is no more directly linked neither to the tension source, nor to the ground. The CC is powered only by the CMG circuit, and as the ground is linked inside chip, the attacker has only access to the masked Vcc and Gnd signals.

The current mirror is a way to accomplish high gain. The four P transistors ($P_0$ to $P_1$ with sizes $wP_0$ to $wP_1$) make up the high-swing current mirror (see Figure 3). The current mirror acts as the collector load and provides a high effective collector load resistance, increasing the gain. The current provided by this mirror has a relation $\alpha$ comparing with the input current ($I_{load}$). This relation is $\alpha = wP_1 / wP_0$. So, the current provided to the cryptographic circuit is $I_2 = \alpha I_1$, that is not necessarily used by CC all time. Transistors $N_0$ and $N_1$ have as task to polarize the high-swing current mirror. Still in Figure 3, a capacitance can be viewed. Its role is to assure a certain lapse of time to the diffAmp, because the loop-feedback is not so rapid to follow the CC consumption oscillation.
The loop-feedback, with the comparator, acts as an adaptable voltage generator. The differential amplifier (diffAmp) receives a voltage sent by the mirror and compares it with a reference tension \( V_{ext} \). If the cryptographic circuit consumes an amount of current less than \( I_2 \), the tension at the diffAmp input will be lower than the reference tension. Then the output of the diffAmp will send 0 to the \( P_4 \) transistor. So, it will consume an IL current, that is the difference between \( I_2 \) and \( I_c \). When the CC consumption is at its peak (i.e. \( I_c = I_2 \)), the diffAmp sends an 1 to the \( P_4 \), switching off the transistor, because it is no longer necessary to drain current.

As can be viewed in the same figure, an attacker, who has only access to the points A and B will see the original current – he cannot extract any information about the CC processing.

To validate the CMG idea, we used a simple DES S-Box as our CC. We simulate the S-Box current consumption to the worst case, to calculate the transistor parameters for the CMG. As depicted Figure 4, the maximum current needed by the S-Box is about 6mA.

After setup the CMG, we ran different simulations, for different data scenarios. As shown in Figure 5, the CMG works efficiently, masking the CC consumption and making a DPA attack a very difficult task. To define this difficulty, the Figure 6 shows some very little variations at the masked signal. These variations could be exploited to realize a DPA attack. Nevertheless, these oscillations are about 6µA. So, to make the attack it is mandatory to use an oscilloscope with a resolution able to detect these small variations.

We assume that the CC’s peak consumption is around 6mA, and we have a state of art oscilloscope attaining a resolution of 8 bits. With this resolution, to the given current \( g_{Signal} \) we can reach the minimum resolution \( mR \) of 23µA, as can be viewed in the Equation 2, where resolution is equal to \( 2^n \), with \( n = 8 \):

\[
mR = \frac{g_{Signal}}{resolution}
\]  

The Figure 7 shows, from a top-down view, the current consumption that can be plotted from the external \( Vdd \) or \( Gnd \), the current consumption of the cryptographic circuit, the data input called \( a1 \) and the data input called \( a0 \). Analyzing the consumption reported to data input, Figure 7 shows that even with a one or a zero, or two ones, or two zeros as entries, the consumption viewed at the attackers side remains the same.
Figure 6 - The data leaked after the Current Mask Generation: the little lapse of time and the little amplitude must be considered in the observation.

Figure 7 - The current provided by the CMG circuit, the current consumed by the CC, and the data input a1 and a0

Another aspect that must to be considered is the relation between the masked signal and the original signal. With the CMG, the SNR is decreased, as shown in the Figure 8 (Equation 1 shows how to calculate the SNR). The red signal represents the real consumption of the CC, and the blue signal represents the noise.

Then, when adding the CMG, the current consumption signal is attenuated by a k factor. Based on the previous simulation, the attenuation from the $I_c$ signal to the $I_n$ signal is about 20 times, then $k=20$. The final Signal to Noise Ratio ($SNR_{CMG}$) is shown in the Equation (3):

$$SNR_{CMG} = 20 \times \log \left( \frac{I_c}{k N} \right) = 20 \times \log \left( \frac{I_c}{N} \right) - 20 \times \log (k) \quad (3)$$

$$SNR_{CMG} = SNR - 20 \times \log (k)$$

To illustrate this phenomenon, Figure 9 shows that if k is big enough, the power consumption signal will be submerged into noise. With a $k=20$, the attenuation will be 26dB, that leads to preventing the correlation between the signal and the noise.

5. Conclusion

The presented work improves the robustness of cryptographic circuits against DPA attacks.

In this paper we have proposed a transistor level solution, which has as major contribution the fact that no changes are needed into the cryptographic circuit.

As a drawback, our proposal is not a low power solution. Another problem with this approach is the integration of the capacitance. There are two solutions in study. The first one concerns the capacitance integration in a SIP technology [18]. This is feasible, but we do not made any costs study of this trend. On the other hand, maybe with the improvement of the loop-feedback and the current generator, i.e. with a more efficient mechanism, a large capacitance will not be required.

In spite of the drawbacks, the CMG approach remains interesting. The poor Signal to Noise Ratio generated by the CMG circuit makes a DPA attack very difficult.
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